Bright Star
Audition Packet
Book and Lyrics by Steve Martin and Edie Brickell
Directed by Casey Weaver and Tatiana Jackson-Saitz
Musical Direction by Arthur Motoyama
Bright Star Perusal Script

General Interest Meeting: September 4
Monologue Workshop: September 5
Singing Workshop: September 6
Auditions: September 9 and 10
Callbacks: September 12 (Acting and Singing)
September 13 (Dance)
Performances: December 11-14
In order to audition, please sign up for a slot on the callboard outside room
171. Please fill out the audition card found in this packet as well as this online
form:
Audition Information Form
Contact us at brightstarmusical19@gmail.com with any questions!
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Synopsis
**In addition to this synopsis, it is essential for auditioners to read the full musical in
order to gain an understanding of the show. The script can be found on
theatreink.net**
“Endearing and emotionally sweeping, ‘Bright Star’ is a no-frills, narrative-driven musical that's less
about flash and more about its human-connective qualities, the very ones that will likely touch
audience members in a much more cerebral, satisfying way. While it is seemingly intimate in
execution, just below its rustic surfaces lay a more epic, modern-minded musical that's mired in
heartbreak and tragedy—but yet still ultimately enveloped in hope, triumph, and love.”

Act 1
Bright Star begins with an introduction of Alice Murphy reflecting on her past,

introducing her story, self, and determination (“If You Knew My Story”). The show then
transitions to Billy’s arrival back in Hayes Creek after fighting in World War II. He
reconnects with his community, including his father Daddy Cane and his old friend Margo.
Billy finds that his mother passed away while he was gone (“She’s Gone”) and decides to
leave Hayes Creek to pursue his true passion: writing. Billy, filled with energy and
optimism, travels to Asheville to try to get his writing published in the Asheville Southern
Journal (“Bright Star”). In Asheville, he meets a driven and witty team of people at the
Asheville Southern Journal: Alice Murphy, Lucy, and Daryl. Billy’s youthful spirit combined
with Lucy and Daryl’s attempts to get Alice to go out and celebrate the end of the war
compel Alice to remember her adventurous youth in Zebulon (“Way Back in the Day”).
The show then shifts to Zebulon in 1923, where Alice is beginning a relationship
with Jimmy (“Whoa, Mama”). After spending time with Jimmy, Alice returns home to find
her mother and father disappointed in her free-spirited and individualistic nature (“Firmer
Hand/Do Right”). Jimmy returns to his home to find a similar conflict; Jimmy expresses a
desire to explore the world around him while his father, Mayor Dobbs, wants Jimmy to
follow directly in his footsteps (“A Man’s Gotta Do”).
Back in 1945, Lucy, Daryl, and Alice review Billy’s writing, and Alice buys one of
Billy’s stories because she sees his potential. Billy returns to Hayes Creek to let people
know that he is moving to Asheville to pursue a writing career. Margo meets this news with
happiness for Billy measured with sadness at his leaving (“Asheville”).
The show moves back in time to the Zebulon Couple’s Dance, where Jimmy and Alice
acknowledge their love for each other (“What Could Be Better”). Later, Alice meets with Dr.
Norquist and discovers that she is pregnant. The mayor learns that she is pregnant and tells
Jimmy; Jimmy expresses his love for Alice while Mayor Dobbs is determined to deal with
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the problem himself. Alice’s love and happiness for her unborn child come into direct
conflict with her community’s opinions of her pregnancy (“I Can’t Wait”). She knits her
unborn baby a sweater and expresses her excitement to Jimmy. Despite Jimmy’s support,
Alice is ultimately pushed to hide her pregnancy due to the pressures of the community.
In 1945, Billy and Alice discuss his writing as Billy feels he’s not achieving the
success he expected. Alice provides blunt feedback that often comes as a surprise to Billy,
but they both connect on the earnest emotion behind his writing.
In 1923 again, Alice’s child is born and Mayor Dobbs arrives to convince her family
to give the baby up for adoption. Mayor Dobbs and Stanford convince Daddy Murphy to
take Alice’s baby away from her, despite pleas from both Alice and her mother (“Please,
Don’t Take Him”). Without anyone else knowing, Mayor Dobbs then throws the baby off of
a moving train in a suitcase, blinded by his determination to preserve his family’s tradition
(“A Man’s Gotta Do Reprise”).

Act 2
Act 2 opens with Alice attempting to move past the tragedy of losing her child.
Despite her grief, Alice is prompted by her mother to pursue an academic career by
attending college at Chapel Hill. The two time periods of Bright Star collide as Alice in the
1920s and Margo in the 1940s each find the motivation to move forward with their lives
(“Sun’s Gonna Shine”). Then, in 1924 Jimmy Ray discovers what his father did and decides
that, knowing their child is gone, he can never face Alice again (“Heartbreaker”).
In the 1940s again, Billy meets Lucy and Daryl at the Shiny Penny, and Lucy
encourages him to let loose and enjoy his time in the city (“Another Round”). Their time at
the bar ends in a kiss between Billy and Lucy, leaving Billy contemplating what he wants.
The next day, Billy learns that one of his stories is being published in the Asheville
Southern Journal. Alice leaves on a trip to Raleigh, deciding to make a stop in Hayes Creek
to have Billy show her around the places he has been writing about.
In Raleigh, Alice stops at a government clerk’s office to try to find an adoption
record for the son taken away from her years ago, but finds no record of the child or of
Jimmy searching for him. Alice then finds Jimmy living in Raleigh. Jimmy finally tells Alice
what happened to their son, and they grieve together (“I Had A Vision”). Billy returns home
to Hayes Creek, and he and Margo confess their love for each other (“Always Will”). Alice
goes home to Zebulon to see her father again. Daddy Murphy expresses his regret for what
happened with Alice’s child, and to comfort him, Alice lies to him, saying her child was
adopted and raised by a happy family.
Alice then travels to Billy’s home to meet his father. She sees a familiar suitcase in
his home and then the baby sweater she knit so long ago. At her urging, Daddy Cane tells
the story of finding Billy as a baby in a suitcase that had been thrown off a train. Alice
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realizes that Billy is her child (“So Familiar”), and despite Billy’s reluctant reaction to this
discovery, she is relieved and grateful to find her child (“At Long Last”).
Back in Asheville a month later, Alice has reconnected with Jimmy and tells Lucy and
Daryl about Billy and how she is going to be patient to wait for him to approach her. Billy
arrives at the Asheville Southern Journal, ready to connect with his birth parents.
Overwhelmed with the joy of reconnection and love, both Margo and Billy and Alice and
Jimmy decide to get married. The community rejoices as they look into a bright future
together (“Finale”).

Character Breakdowns
Alice Murphy: Alice is portrayed both as a late teenager in the 1920s and an older version
of herself in the 1940s. As a young woman, she constantly works to create her own
powerful voice despite being stifled by gender norms in her town. In her thirties, she is
hilariously blunt and honest, demanding respect both because of her intellectual capacity
and confident attitude. She is more reserved than her romantic younger self, but she still
retains her caring spirit and adventurous side.
Jimmy Ray: Jimmy is a late teenager in the 1920s and an adult in the 1940s. As a teenager,
Jimmy Ray is eager to explore the world, learn, and find something meaningful to do with
his life. He is confident and witty, matching Alice’s adventurous spirit as their love for each
other grows. In the 1940s, Jimmy Ray still has his confidence and playfulness but is filled
with guilt and a fear that he can’t fix what has been broken in his life.
Billy Cane: Billy is a young man who has just returned home from World War II. He is filled
with an energetic optimism and youthful passion for life, determined to see beauty in the
world despite the hardships he faced in the war. At times naive and idealistic, Billy’s energy
propels him to follow his aspirations. He is self-assured and remains hopeful that his
eloquent writing can contribute something important to the world.
Margo: Margo is a young woman in Hayes Creek who runs her own bookstore. She is kind,
clever, supportive, and hard-working. She is always there for Billy when he needs her and
strives to be someone that others can lean on. She values the community around her, which
she finds both in her own bookstore and in Billy. Margo at times struggles with the balance
between remaining hopeful and being realistic, but she grounds herself through her work
and connections with others.
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Mayor Dobbs: Mayor Dobbs is a powerful man consumed by his ideas of tradition and
structure. He wants the best for his son, Jimmy Ray, and believes in the power of
consistency, however, he is willing to do anything to keep the image of his perfect life. He
acts as a counterpoint to Alice’s core beliefs and the messages of the show, demonstrating
how societal pressures can infringe upon doing what’s best for loved ones.
Daddy Murphy: Alice’s father. In the 1920s, he struggles between his love of tradition and
social standards and his love for his daughter. While Alice forges her own individual path,
Daddy Murphy looks to the Bible to gain clarity, but he later realizes how he failed to
account for his daughter’s needs. In the 1940s, Daddy Murphy begins to understand his
daughter’s view of the world and wishes to repair what has been broken.
Mama Murphy: Alice’s mother. More so than Alice, she has been forced into the gender
roles presented by the small town of Zebulon. However, she fights as best as she can for
Alice and what she believes is right. She takes immense care to protect her daughter
however she can, attempting to do so in the frame of her town’s social standards.
Daddy Cane: Daddy Cane is incredibly kind and faithful. He raises Billy to be strong and
optimistic. Daddy Cane comes from a humble background, but he wants the best for Billy,
who is his whole world, and does all he can to make sure Billy can live the life he wants.
Lucy Grant: Lucy is a young woman who works for Alice at the Asheville Southern Journal.
With her witty lines and lively nature, she is often a source of much needed levity, and
lights up the room whenever present. An uncompromising "modern woman,” she is
unapologetic in her convictions, giving her a magnetism that draws others to her
Daryl Ames: Daryl works for Alice at the Asheville Southern Journal. He is often drily
sarcastic, but is always ready to let loose and party. Being a formidable editor, he is hard on
Billy's writing, but also harbors insecurities about his own work which he pens in
pseudonym and hopes will one day earn the respect of Alice.

Ensemble Characters
We will be casting an ensemble of 4-6, which will include these roles as well as others.
Actors in the ensemble may be cast to play more than one role. We will be looking for
passionate and energetic singers, actors, and dancers capable of bringing the world of
Bright Star to life!
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Stanford: Mayor Dobbs’ lawyer. He is very professional and hard-working. He is caught up
in the same societal expectations as Mayor Dobbs, enforcing every one of the Mayor’s
wishes. The community in Zebulon is very important to Stanford, and he feels strongly
about upholding its standards and traditions .
Florence: Florence works at Margo’s bookstore. She is a very supportive friend to Margo,
always willing to help out. She is a romantic and often gets caught up in dreams.
Edna: Edna works at Margo’s bookstore as well. She is energetic, hard-working, and
optimistic. Along with Florence, Edna is an essential part of the strong community
surrounding Margo.
Max: A young resident of Zebulon who frequents the bookstore. He’s naive and very
earnest. His blossoming relationship with Edna displays a sense of community and
continuity in the town beyond the main plot.
Dr. Norquist: As Alice’s doctor in Zebulon, Dr. Norquist values the picture of a perfect
community and, along with Mayor Dobbs, tries to preserve Zebulon’s image. At times
valuing that preservation above Alice’s own wellbeing, Dr. Norquist’s influence on Alice
displays an important conflict in the show.
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Audition Process
We are so excited to begin the process of bringing Bright Star to the stage. We
cannot wait to see all of your wonderful auditions! Please read through this packet to best
prepare for your audition, and don’t hesitate to reach out with any questions at
brightstarmusical19@gmail.com!
What and How to Prepare
We ask that each actor prepare a monologue and a song for their audition. If you are
auditioning for both Bright Star a nd The Mousetrap, please prepare a 30-60 second
monologue of your choice (resources available at theatreink.net), in addition to a song
selection from Bright Star (p.12). If you are auditioning for only Bright Star, please prepare
one of the provided monologues (p.11) as well as a song selection. We suggest that you
read through the script and familiarize yourself with the soundtrack to make more
informed character choices in your audition. Please take advantage of the Monologue
Workshop run by Mr. Brown (9/5) as well as the Singing Workshop (9/6) to become more
comfortable with your audition. These are not mandatory, but they are great resources to
get feedback on your monologues and learn the music you will be singing.
We are looking for actors who can capture the complexity of this show, bringing
their own experiences of joy, heartbreak, excitement, and hope into their acting. Bright Star
is witty, clever, surprising, and meaningful, and we are looking for actors who are willing to
step outside their comfort zones, both in comedy as well as finding the emotional depth
that this show requires. North Carolina may be far away from Newton, but we hope to see
how actors can find themselves within this story to bring these words to life.
We know an audition can be really nerve-wracking, but it’s also an amazing way to
demonstrate your own unique passion and talent. Take this opportunity to show us who
you are, make exciting choices, and have fun! We want you all to succeed, so do what makes
you feel comfortable and confident. Give it your all; we can’t wait to see what you can do!
What to Expect
We will be having joint auditions with The Mousetrap, which allows actors to choose
whether to audition for either Bright Star or The Mousetrap, or both. During auditions,
actors should slate themselves with their name, the show(s) they are auditioning for, and
the pieces they will be performing. After finishing the prepared pieces, we may ask you to
perform your monologue again with a note to see how you take direction, do a range test,
or perform another song selection.
Callbacks will take place on Thursday, September 12th for acting and singing, as
well as Friday, September 13th for dance. At acting and singing callbacks, actors will be
asked to read sides and songs from the show. Sides will be provided online at
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theatreink.net and as hard copies outside of room 171. They do not need to be memorized,
but please be familiar with the material. At dance callbacks, our choreographer will teach a
short section of dance, and we will have actors perform in small groups. We will provide a
dance video in advance to allow for some preparation, but callbacks are really the time to
learn and become comfortable with the dance. We know everyone is at a different level, so
don’t be too worried about the prospect of dancing; we just want to see your energy and
what you can do! We will not call back actors for every role, so some actors who have not
been called back may still be cast in Bright Star.
Rehearsal Process Expectations
Rehearsals will be held after school every day until around 6:30pm, with different
actors called based on the scenes and songs we are working on. Actors should expect to be
called several times each week and be able to dedicate themselves to this process. We
expect that actors are focused, driven, and willing to take creative risks during rehearsal. It
is also expected that actors prepare outside of rehearsal to memorize lines and lyrics, work
on character development, and practice the dances among other aspects of the show.
In November and December, rehearsals will be more extensive, with actors called
every day towards the end of the process. Actors will be called from 9am to 6pm on
November 23rd (Soundcheck Saturday) and December 7th (Tech Saturday). No conflicts
are allowed starting December 2nd through the show dates.
During the show process, every cast member will be expected to do crew hours,
which can be done on some Saturdays and some after school times. After the show, cast
members are required to attend strike, which will take place the week of 12/16.
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Audition Card
You are auditioning for:

Bright Star ___________ The Mousetrap ___________ Both ___________

Name: ______________________________________________________ Phone #: _______________________________
Email: _______________________________________________________ Grade: _____________ HR: ______________
Address: _______________________________________________ Preferred Pronouns: ______________________
Parent/Guardian Name:
_____________________________________________________________________________
Phone #: ________________________________ Email: _____________________________________________________
Vocal Part: (circle all that apply)

Bass/Baritone

Tenor

Alto

Soprano

Why do you want to be a part of Bright Star?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Are you comfortable…
Kissing an actor of the same gender on stage

Yes

No

Kissing an actor of a different gender on stage

Yes

No

Playing a male character

Yes

No

Playing a female character

Yes

No

Cutting your hair

Yes

No

Dying your hair

Yes

No
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Are there any roles in Bright Star that you are particularly interested in?
Are there any roles in Bright Star that you won’t accept? *please think carefully about this
question, considering the intensity of some roles and the discussion of alcohol*

Please elaborate on any dance experience you’ve had.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Tell us about your previous theatre experience or attach a resume.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Which one are you? (Circle one in each row!)
1. Sun

North Star

2. Blue Ridge Mountains

Moon
The Alps

Lightning
The Andes

3. The Jonas Brothers The Hemsworth Brothers

The Himalayas

The Property Brothers

If you were a new journalist about to be published in the Asheville Southern Journal, what
would you write about and why?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Monologues
Please prepare one of the following monologues if you are auditioning for Bright Star only.
If you are auditioning for both Bright Star and The Mousetrap, please prepare a 30-60
second monologue of your choice. The following monologues are chosen from the script,
with some piecing together of separate lines. Along with context from the script, be sure to
bring your own talent, interpretation, and passion to your audition. Don’t worry about
choosing a monologue that fits with your own gender identity or the part you would like to
have, choose the one that best showcases your abilities!
Billy Cane (p. 13): Mama, when I was in mud up to my knees, I thought it would be you
mourning me. Not this way round. And, I’m sorry that daddy put an angel over your grave.
You used to make fun of people for doing that. You said you’d rather let your deeds speak
for your time on Earth. Mama, thank you for the way you raised me. The way you spoke,
your parlance around the house, made me a curious lover of words, and you always
pointed me toward the writers who used them well. Remember when you had me copy
stories out of the Asheville Southern Journal, just so I’d know what it feels like to write
well? I made it back home like you always said I would. But I never thought homecoming
could be so cruel.
Alice (p. 44): Like I said, here are your stories back. Except this one, which I’m buying from
you for ten dollars. I am not publishing it, but I am investing in you. You have a flair, Mr.
Cane. Not for the scourge of war, but for gentleness and tenderness, and also the well-timed
lie. You write well. I don’t have time to hand out compliments I don’t mean. But you will
write better when you find your voice. You need to find a sweeping tale of pain and
redemption. In the people you know and in the people you meet.
Daddy Murphy (p. 105-106): Through the years, reasonableness has laid its hand on my
shoulder, and things I’ve done in the past don’t quite stand up like they used to. That had to
be the most painful day of your life. It was, wasn’t it, sweetheart. It was. Well, if shame
could ever equal pain, I would say I know how you feel. Because what I did that day made it
the most shameful day of my life. I believe that was the last day my own daddy still had
hold of me. How I felt after that helped me purge him from me. I don’t ask for
forgiveness...No, Alice, I cannot even forgive myself. I wonder what happened to the boy. Do
you know, Alice?
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Alice (p. 97-98): You married? … I guess I would have heard. I followed you… We were so
young. When I came to Raleigh today, it wasn’t my intention to see you. I was at the hall of
records. With the same woman who had been there for twenty years. And I asked if anyone
else had looked for the whereabouts of our child. And she said not one person. Not you. And
you never came to see me.

Singing
Please prepare one of the following song selections to perform at your audition (sheet
music attached). You will be accompanied on the piano during your song, and we may also
do a range test during the audition as a way to hear more of your voice. Please choose
whichever song best fits your voice and best reflects what you can do! Also, don’t be afraid
to bring your own personality and passion to the song. We want to see actors telling a story
and bringing us into the world of Bright Star even over the course of the couple minutes
that it takes to audition.
Female Song Selections
If You Knew My Story (m. 35-72)
Asheville (m. 52-84)
Male Song Selections
Bright Star (m. 22-52)
She’s Gone (m. 32-61)
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If You Knew My Story (m. 35-72)
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Asheville (m. 52-84)
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Bright Star (m.22-52)
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She’s Gone (m. 32-61)
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